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sarina bowen is a new englander whose vermont ancestors cut timber and farmed the north country since the 1760s. sarina is grateful for the invention of indoor plumbing and wi-fi during the intervening 250 years. in the best men, sarina bowen has written a very satisfying romance between two very real men. the
characters are well developed and believable. the story itself is very well written. the plot is an interesting twist on the classic love triangle. the characters are well drawn and real. the dialogue is very natural and believable. the sex is well written and very convincing. i would recommend this book to anyone who loves a great
romance with a strong and satisfying conclusion. as i mentioned, the best men is a page-turner from page one. it is a novel that has everything, from romance, to sports, to great sex, that reads just right. and, the story is compelling, sexy, and satisfying. sarina bowen continues to show her skill at writing what she describes

as a "compassionate and entertaining story of true love in the form of a sports romance." i look forward to reading more of bowen's work. i want to thank you for this chance to participate in the sarina bowen blog tour. i have just finished reading this book and i am blown away. this is definitely a book that i will be
recommending to my friends and family. this book is definitely a book that i will be recommending to my friends and family. i am a fan of sarina bowen, her writing is witty, her characters are interesting, and she writes hot romance. in this book we find out that wes has been chasing her for a while. when she is finally open to
him, wes is as old-fashioned and short-tempered as she is. they are not even compatible romantically. but they do share a past. wes has problems of his own and wes and jamies dad are on a mission to find the one who screwed up their parents lives. once they do, they both realize that they are attracted to each other. wes

tries to win jamies dad over to his side but jamies dad is determined to find his daughter a suitable husband. this causes wes to see that he needs to be prepared to enter the priesthood.
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